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Abstract. It is shown that every set that is $p$-cheatable up to a logarithmic extent is a no-1-helper.

Resum. Demostrem que tot conjunt que és "$p$-chatable" fins al logaritme és també un "no-1-helper".

1. Setting. Recent work on $p$-cheatable sets and related notions, like terseness and verbosity, includes [2] and [3]. Helping has been studied in [5] and [6]. I point out here a connection between those subjects, by showing that a certain variety of polynomial time cieatable sets are unable to help polynomial time computations. Check these references for undefined notions.

2. Definition. A set $A$ is polynomial time cheatable up to a logarithmic extent (briefly $p$-cheatable to log) if and only if for every deterministic oracle machine $M$ with output which runs in polynomial time under $A$, there is another machine $M'$ which computes the same function relative to $A$, makes at most $c \cdot \log n$ queries to $A$ on inputs of length $n$, and runs in polynomial time under $A$.

3. Remark. The idea behind the previous definition is just that the information provided by the oracle has a lot of redundancy, so that most of the (potentially) polynomially many queries allowed to the oracle machine $M$ by its time bound are "unnecessary". Thus, the same task can be accomplished by a machine $M'$ which queries $A$ only logarithmically many times.

4. Remark. In [2] and [3] $p$-cheatability is defined in a different form. There, the parameters indicating how many queries are enough to decide how many questions are
constants. I want them to vary as a function of the input length, and therefore I propose this definition. I do not expect these notions to be equivalent.

5. Lemma. If $A$ is $p$-cheatable to log and $A$ 1-helps the robust machine $M$, then $A$ 1-helps a robust machine $M'$, accepting the same language as $M$, which on inputs of length $n$ makes at most $c \cdot \log n$ queries to $A$.

6. Proof. Define a third oracle machine $M''$ which, given $x$ and oracle $A$, computes a polynomially long accepting computation of $M$ on $x$ under $A$, by simulating $M$ on $x$. If no such computation exists then it outputs some symbol indicating “undefined”. It is clear that it works in polynomial time under oracle $A$. Call $f$ the function computed by this machine under $A$. By the hypothesis that $A$ 1-helps $M$, $f(x)$ is defined if and only if $x$ is accepted by $M$. Obtain a machine computing the same function with logarithmically many queries, provided by the $p$-cheatability to log of $A$, and modify it to construct $M'$: if a value $f(x)$ is obtained, then accept; else run a slow machine for $L(M)$. This machine fulfills the required conditions.

7. Remark. The lemma says that the savings in the number of queries can be obtained without loss of robustness. My initial definition of $p$-cheatability to log was in terms of accepting languages instead of computing functions. I do not know whether a definition in terms of accepting languages allows one to prove this lemma, or even to prove the next theorem without using it.

8. Theorem. If $A$ is $p$-cheatable to log then $A$ is a no-1-helper.

9. Proof. Assume that $A$ 1-helps $M$. We show that $L(M) \in P$. Use the lemma to construct a robust machine $M'$ accepting $L(M)$ and such that $A$ 1-helps $M'$ and is queried only logarithmically many times. Let $q$ be a polynomial bounding the running time of $M'$ under $A$. The computation of $M'$ on an accepted input $x$ can be viewed as a tree in which some accepting branch has length $q(|x|)$ and contains only logarithmically branching nodes. A polynomial time machine $M''$ is able to decide whether $x$ is accepted by $M'$ by following systematically each branch until finding an accepting one, pruning each branch as soon as the time or query bounds are exceeded. It is easy to see that the searched part of the tree is polynomial in size.

10. Remark. The previous theorem is not vacuously true: there are nontrivial $p$-cheatable to log sets. As examples, the log*-sparse set constructed in [5], lemma 3.2, and sets constructed in a similar way to [2], theorem 2, are $p$-cheatable to log (and sometimes, even $p$-cheatable to 1). See also [1], where other properties of this sort of highly sparse sets are discussed.

11. Remark. Relating the results of [1], a proof very similar to that of the theorem above can be used to show the intuitively clear result that polynomial time Turing
reducibility to a $p$-cheatable to log set is inherently nonadaptive. This can be formalized as follows.

12. **Proposition.** If $A$ is $p$-cheatable, and $B \leq_p A$, then $B \leq_p A$.

13. **Proof.** Transform the machine witnessing the reducibility into another that queries only logarithmically many times, and traverse in polynomial time the full computation tree of the machine collecting the queries that appear in it into a polynomially long list.

14. **Remark.** Results related to this proposition are theorem 3.10(1) in [4] and corollary 3.6 in [7]. These theorems relate polynomially many nonadaptive queries to logarithmically many adaptive queries to NP oracles. A number of open problems are listed in what follows; some of them might be investigated by the author in the future.

15. **Question.** What is the exact relationship of the concept of $p$-cheatability to log with other bounded cheatability definitions in the literature?

16. **Question.** What is the exact relationship of the $p$-cheatable to log sets with other no-1-helpers like those in [5]? For instance:

17. **Conjecture.** Every $p$-cheatable to log set is in the class LOG-INF.

18. **Question.** It has been recently shown by Amir (unpublished) that sets Turing reducible in polynomial time to 2-for-1-$p$-cheatable (i.e. not 2-terse) sets are themselves 2-for-1-$p$-cheatable. Is the class of $p$-cheatable to log sets closed under polynomial time Turing reducibility?

19. **Question.** Are $p$-cheatable to log sets somehow "low"? For instance: do they have polynomial size circuits?

20. **Question.** (The BIG one.) *Does the notion of "$p$-cheatable to log sets" really make sense? Why?*

21. **Question.** If the answer to the preceding one is NO, do not cry: one can still find interesting questions around. For instance, assume that $P_{1\text{-help}}(A)$ is nontrivial (i.e. neither $P$ nor $NP$); does it have complete sets?
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